
 

Stage 2 hearing programme 17th April -27th April 28 -draft. 

Matter 8 19th April Retail and Town Centre Development. 

Comments from Sustainable Rugby (formerly Local Agenda 21 Group) 

Over emphasis on conventional retail and leisure development in what is 

becoming a significantly changing retail market now predominantly out of 

town or on line. Grater encouragement of commercial office space, business 

venues needed, hotel bed space and start up units should also be encouraged 

to reflect new business growth from high tech companies working in shared 

hubs and the visitor economy.Non-retail uses encourage economic activity and 

help to generate footfall for retail businesses. administration, financial and 

personal services, hospitality , hotel and conferencing provide a wider 

customer base for the retail sector all year round whilst the visitor economy on 

its own is on the whole seasonal. Rugby town centre throughout its history has 

thrived when commerce and trade have been key elements in its 

development. No town centre survives without good levels of footfall from 

potential customers 365 days of the year 

More protection needed for above shop frontages and facades to protect 

these important heritage assets from being redeveloped out of existence by 

planning compromises in the developer favour. Rugby has an exceptionally 

high visual quality townscape that reflects its history and development Pride 

without conservation will mean that is lost for future generations. The council 

does not currently employ a conservation officer within the planning 

department. As the borough grows as a consequence of the local plan more 

bus journeys will be generated to meet modal shift requirements .A study 

carried out jointly by RBC and WCC indicated that the route through Clifton 

Road ,Church Street North Street had no additional space capacity for bus 

stands for the traffic generated by new housing developments .We believe an 

bus interchange is required on or off road to create that space and ensure 

connectivity to new housing ,retail and employment sites particularly if more 

residential non-car users are to be encouraged to live in above shop 

developments in the town centre 
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